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1. GUANTANEMO BAY (BAY OF PIGS)
Home to some of the largest browns in the lake. Weedy 
and tricky to wade shore-based, but doable in mid-
summer conditions. The weed here is the long frond 
type and can be tricky to retrieve in without snagging. An 
excellent spot in NE winds
METHOD - Stripping small lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted, moving fish. 

2. GUANTANEMO ISLAND SHORE-BASED
Western side Guantanemo provides firm wading for 
browns and rainbows. Eastern side is soft and sinky 
- wade carefully. The whole perimeter of the island 
provides fantastic fishing if the lake level allows and fish 
will often come right into the tight channel between the 
shore and weed beds to feed, especially early morning 
and late afternoon if undisturbed.
METHOD - Stripping small lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted fish or blind retrieve. Can be 
nymphed with a dry / dropper in higher lake levels. 

3. BOAT RAMP POINT SHORE-BASED
Lovely firm wading for good numbers of cruising 
rainbows and browns. Best fished from the shore. 
Excellent spot when the lake is high and coloured from 
rain.  Some hefty browns will feed here when the lake is 
very rough and can be caught just inches out from the 
shore.
METHOD - Stripping small medium weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted fish or blind retrieve. Fish on 
outer weed bed edge can be picked off with small dry / 
dropper nymph combo’s. 

4. HARDING’S REACH
High population of slow-cruising browns averaging 
5-7lbs in October through December. Soft wading can 
be tricky, so best boat fished carefully targeting sighted 
fish cruising the weed edges. There are some very large 
browns in this area and an excellent location for fishing 
bloodworms due to the soft silt / mud.
METHOD - Stripping small lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted fish. Casting to sighted fish 
using small nymphs and bloodworm imitations or dry / 
dropper rigs. 

5. TROPHY POINT SHORE-BASED
A good population of fast-cruising browns and rainbows 
averaging 5-7lbs. Mostly firm wading inshore, softer 
further out. Fish the very edge of the weed and mud with 
a long cast. Needs current to fish well. Fish to 8-9lbs+ 
regularly taken here. Oddly, this spot fishes best when 
the lake level is low, defining the weed beds and low 
levels maximise current flow.
METHOD - Stripping small lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted cruising fish, or blind fish 
the weed to mud edge

6. TROUT ALLEY SHORE-BASED
Huge numbers of browns present November through 
January, but can be tricky to tempt, daybreak and late 
afternoon with a warm westerly wind is best. Sight 
fishing. CAUTION: Some of the softest wading in the 
lake, very easy to become stuck here, don’t fish it alone! 
Very shallow water / very deep mud. Fish average 
5-9lbs. Wearing an inflatable life-jacket is advisable.
METHOD - Damsel imitations to sighted cruising fish in 
the shallows and dry / dropper rigs using very small flies 
to cruising fish. Dry to nymph 100mm long max. 

7. FRONT OF ALLEY WEED BEDS
Good numbers of cruising rainbows and the occasional 
brown on deep water side of weed bed. Best fished 
drifting in a boat with a wind riffled surface.
METHOD - Damsel imitations or stripping woolley 
buggers. Cast at the very edge of the weed and strip 
back to the boat, or if wind allows, sit in the weed and 
cast out over the drop-off. Most hits will occur within 
1-2m of the weed. Can also be indicator nymphed in the 
deeper water. 

8. MAIN BASIN WEED BEDS
Great spot for good numbers of rainbows, helps to have 
a light wind-ruffled surface. Deep water around dense 
weed beds. Some huge rainbows are found here, the 
more crap the weather... the better the fishing in this 
spot!
METHOD - Stripping larger woolley buggers or indicator 
nymphing the deeper edges. 
 

9. INLET HOLE
Medium depth and clear water, needs flow to produce. 
Best fished stripping buggers, or in hot weather, drifting 
large dries in the current blindly, Use the biggest dry flies 
you can muster! Large powerful rainbows predominate 
here. A good spot when the lake warms in hot weather 
as fish congregate in the cool inflow water. After heavy 
rain the water can colour-up here for several days, 
spreading into the main basin.
METHOD - Stripping woolley buggers or blind fishing 
large dries in warm weather in January-March. An 
intermediate line can be used in the deeper holes 
between the weed. 

10. INLET FLATS SHORE-BASED
A good location during the warmer months to stalk 
cruising browns on the clear bottom. Avoid the thick 
gooey weed - they don’t like it, concentrate on the clear 
mud bottom. Especially where the cool inlet water meets 
the warm flats water.
METHOD - Stripping small lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted fish.  
 
11. ANDRE’S EDGE
A fantastic spot to hone your skills on large cruising 
browns in VERY shallow water! You only get one 
shot here. The browns often tail, feeding in the mud 
on bloodworms Virtually free of rainbows, the browns 
average 5-8lbs in mid-summer and can prove very flighty 
in the shallow conditions. They can often be found right 
up on the shore edge. Best fished with some wind and 
look for tails. Can be waded but watch for soft spots.
METHOD - Almost exclusively sight fishing to tailing 
fish with small damsel and nymph imitations. Accurate 
casting with long leaders is required, and fish light. 
 
12. MUDDY CORNER FLATS
Great spot for stalking tailing browns, both from boat 
and shore. Early morning is best. The outer weed edges 
can be waded out to. Fish cruise up and down the 
weed edge and can be picked off with a small damsel 
imitation, dry / dropper or woolley bugger. Wind ruffle 
helps a lot here! Wading is nice and firm. When the lake 
is very rough, wade out and fish back into the shore for 
large browns.
METHOD -  Stripping small medium weighted buggers 
or damsel imitations to sighted or blind fish. Fish on 
outer weed bed edge can be picked off with small dry / 
dropper nymph rigs. 

13. THE VIKINGS SHORE
Soft mud and scattered weed patches mean many 
marauding browns in the warmer months. Can be shore 
fished, but mud can be very soft in places and make 
wading dangerous. Can also turn up some nice rainbows 
at times.
METHOD - Stripping small, lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted cruising fish, or blind fish 
the weed to mud edges. 
 
14. DE BOERS FISH-OUT POND
An excellent sot to drift the deeper channels and 
uniform-depth weed beds for predominantly rainbows 
and the occasional brown. Boat fishing by drifting or 
anchoring and a gentle breeze is a must for success 
here. Blind fishing mostly and fish can be found 
anywhere in this main basin. Look for water 1-2m in 
depth. It’s possible to net large numbers of fish from this 
location when they are on, and is a great early and late 
season spot. Some impressive rainbows live here and 
you will loose as many as you hook!
METHOD - Stripping light / medium weighted buggers on 
floating lines. Can anchor, cast a quadrant, then relocate 
20m away and repeat. Also a great spot to drift the weed 
holes with a nymph and indicator / dry / dropper set-up. 
 
15. OUTLET CHANNEL NEVERFAIL
As the name suggests... it’s hard not to catch fish here! 
Arguably the most densely populated spot in the lake 
for fish - mainly smaller rainbows running 2-5lb, with the 
occasional larger brown and rainbow. Fish are often in 
excellent condition, silver and FAT! Fished from a boat 
stripping weighted woolley buggers blind on floating, 
sink-tip or intermediate lines. You need a wind ruffled 
surface here for success. Also a good spot to indicator 
nymph as there is often a gentle west to east current 
flow. 
METHOD - Stripping weighted buggers on floating or 
sinking lines. Best fished from the channel casting over 
the shallows, retrieving back to the boat. Clean bottom 
means most fish are landed here and a great spot for 
beginners. Also a fantastic spot for spin fishing in any 
conditions, especially for junior anglers. Fish down to the 
orange and black marker poles where all boat fishing is 
PROHIBITED. Also note these poles are located in the 
inlet canal also, where again, boat fishing upstream of 
them is not allowed.
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16. OUTLET CANAL SHORE-BASED 
A fantastic location for shore based fishing if you don’t 
have a boat, are passing by and want a quick flick, or 
the weather is really shitty! Wading is generally ok, but 
some soft spots out in the weed. You will need to wade 
out to clear the weed edges. There is a rough track 
through the scrub from the outlet boat ramp to the outlet 
canal head where some excellent fishing can be had at 
times - especially when it’s windy and rainy, or wade up 
the edge of the canal carefully avoiding the side inflows 
as they are soft and deep!
Fish can often hit within the 1-2m range past the weed 
edge, so huge casts are not necessary. This area is 
home to some lovely fish, both browns and rainbows. 
An Easterly wind is most desirable here. When a fish is 
hooked, develop a very high rod angle FAST to deter 
them from diving into the weed.
METHOD - Stripping small lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations. Dy / dropper rigs with a very short 
dropper of under 100mm can be effective on midging 
fish in this area. 

17. MUDDY CORNER WEED BEDS 
These weed beds are extensive, dense and are a 
great location to target visible fish damselling along the 
defined weed edges from November through March, 
especially when the lake is low. You can also wade 
safely here (see #12) and reach these weed beds from 
the shore, or drift the outer beds in a boat casting at 
visible fish. There are many browns that frequent these 
weed beds, some of great size, expect to loose as many 
as you hook.
METHOD - Stripping small lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted fish or dry / dropper if water 
depth permits. 

18. SANDY BAY
Shallow flats that are large and continue all the way 
down to the outlet canal marker poles from Trophy 
Point. Mostly browns inhabit this area and some reach 
impressive proportions, but are not easily fooled here as 
they like to lie dormant on the bottom through the heat 
of the day, hence why mornings are best. Not a wading 
spot as the bottom is very soft in places. 
METHOD - Target visible fish with small nymphs and dry 
/ dropper rigs. If conditions are rough, fish can be caught 
on stripped buggers or Damsel imitations. 

19. NORTHERN FLATS SHORE-BASED
Good firm wading for predominantly browns and some 
rainbows. Excellent sight fishing on a sunny day as the 
prevailing northerly wind is over your shoulder. The flats 
are vast and golden hued, so fish are easily spotted in 
calm conditions. High summer sees a large proportion 
of juvenile fish move into these margins. If no fish are on 
the flats, wade out to fish the weed edge approx 50m off 
shore. Early mornings are best for fish in close as they 
grub around in the sand for bloodworms.
METHOD - Stripping small lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted fish. Casting to sighted, 
cruising fish using small nymphs and bloodworm 
imitations or dry / dropper rigs. 

20. WESTERN FLATS SHORE-BASED
Popular location due to the fact it’s easy wading and 
access here, however recent closures to the parking 
area means you will need to park at the main ramp and 
walk along the dam wall to start. Huge flats, firm bottom 
with good numbers of cruising rainbows and browns. If 
fish are not visible, wade out to any patch of weed and 
fish it’s perimeter methodically.
METHOD - Stripping small lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted cruising fish, or blind fish 
the weed edges if the surface is wind-ruffled.

21. ISLAND SHORES
Deep water drop-offs are accessible here off the back 
of the weed beds and this is a popular area to indicator 
nymph for mainly rainbows and the occasional brown 
in close between the weed bed and shore. The OPC 
use the island for activities and camping throughout the 
season.
METHOD - Damsel imitations to sighted cruising fish in 
the shallows, and indicator nymphing the drop off from 
a boat. 

22. NORTHERN ARM EDGE
Easy wading and good numbers of fish throughout 
the season, deep water is shore-accessible here and 
nymphing is popular due to the depth and ease of 
wading. There are numerous submerged trees here so 
it pays to get a handle on fish with lots of pressure from 
hookup to stop them getting into the trees.
METHOD - Indicator nymphing mostly and stripping 
buggers on intermediate lines.

23. CORY’S DRIFT
Dense weed beds and a healthy population of both 
brown and rainbows here, can be tricky in low conditions 
as the weed beds will be exposed and lots of long fronds 
extend from the bottom. Boat fishing only as shoreline 
wading is very soft. Line up the drift at the drop-off 
between the points of these bays. Depending on wind 
direction, drift into bays and right in over the stony 
bottom. Usually holds an inside channel beyond weed 
bed.
METHOD - Short-line nymphing into the weed holes with 
a single dry / dropper rig, or stripping woolley buggers 
and damsels to sighted, moving fish.
 
24. HINCE’S REST SHORE-BASED
Lovely formed weed beds and if the lake has a 
reasonable level, can easily be fished with buggers and 
long leaders to moving fish. High population of rainbows 
here but choose your location carefully, there are some 
soft spots when wading. A boat for access is necessary 
here and preferable to fish from.
METHOD -  Stripping small lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted cruising fish, or blind fish 
the weed edges if the surface is wind-ruffled. 

25. BROWNIES REVENGE
A large open bay renowned for it’s population of big 
buttery-coloured browns. The water here takes on a 
cloudy appearance from the stream inflow at the head 
of the bay, but the bottom is relatively clear apart from 
some small weed patches and long fronds in high 
summer. Browns can be targeted on the inshore weed 
edges when damselling, and there is some shore 
wading available along the northern edge and the 
bottom here is mostly firm and safe. You need a wind 
ruffled surface here for success ideally. A location best 
fished from December through march. 
METHOD - Stripping small lightly weighted buggers or 
damsel imitations to sighted fish or blind on the weed 
edges. You can up your tippet strength here as the water 
is not as clear as the main lake body and some of the 
browns present reach huge proportions. 
 

26. PALM BEACH
Verdant little corner tucked right up at the head of the 
northern arm, very quiet, scenic and usually calm. 
Indicator nymph here using a dry / dropper rig for some 
impressive browns and the occasional rainbow, as 
with “Brownies Revenge” the water clarity here can be 
slightly cloudy. 
Very shallow around 1-2 feet depending on lake level, 
but don’t let that throw you off, there are many cruising 
fish in this area that will readily take a small nymph 
under a dry indicator. 
METHOD - Indicator nymph, dry / dropper rigs , or strip 
buggers and damsels to sighted fish.

27. CORY’S ANTLER POOL
Deep water channel best suited to nymphing for 
the large, resident browns. This hole, depending on 
weed growth, extends from the raupo bed, down to 
the Maimai.  The Maimai can be accessed from the 
shoreline by wading, however best approached in a 
boat. Use surrounding weed beds for cover, or park up 
and cast into the Antler Pool.  
METHOD - As the name suggests, this hole has a 
sunken forest of tree stumps therefore suits  nymphing 
under a dry / indicator rig. Cast into hole(s) and let to sit 
for 15 seconds before recasting. Suggested nymphs - 
Pheasant tails, bloodworms, #14 Damsel nymphs. Rig 
up heavier, as you will need to control fish from snags 
quickly to keep from getting dusted.

Otamangakau looking south towards Quantanemo 
Island from Boat Ramp Point, Jan 2020. Andrew Harding


